
 

Information bulletin June 2014: 
 

OEQC for the last time in NH Koningshof Veldhoven in 2014 
The 18th edition of the Open European Quilt Championships (OEQC) takes place in NH Koningshof from 
October 23rd until October 26th, 2014. OEQC is an international quilt festival where quilts from all over the 
world compete with one another. More than 150 quilts were submitted to the competition and will be 
judged by an international expert jury. There are prizes to allocate in different categories: traditional, art, 
hand quilting, longarm quilting and a special theme. This years’ special theme is ‘Old Masters’. The theme 
yielded quilts inspired by great artists such as Van Gogh, Michelangelo, Da Vinci and many more. 
 
During OEQC not only competition quilts are on display. The show welcomes guest collections from 
international acknowledged textile artists and quilting guilds. With so many talented artists together it 
would be a waste to not benefit from their knowledge and expertise. Therefore, there are workshops and 
lectures to attend where visitors can learn from experienced textile artists. In addition to the exhibition, 
the workshops and the lectures there is a diverse offer of shops where visitors can find all materials for a 
new or renewed quilting project. OEQC is a festival that represents multiple aspects of textile art where 
visitors can fuel their inspiration and translate this immediately into new ideas during workshops or at the 
stalls. 
 
Tickets for the Open European Quilt Championships are already online available at http://www.textile-
festivals.com/ticketshop/  
 
For more information and an overview of guest collections, shops and workshops please visit our website 
http://www.textile-festivals.com/oeqc2014/ 
 
 
 
Event details: 
OPEN EUROPEAN QUILT CHAMPIONSHIPS 
NH Koningshof 
Locht 117 
5504 RM Veldhoven 
The Netherlands 
 
Contact details: 
Textile Festivals 
Irislaan 11 
5595 EH Leende 
The Netherlands 
T: 0031 40 711 40 33 
E: info@textile-festivals.com  
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